Wiper Delay

1. This wiper delay conversion kit will allow normal fast and slow wiper operation, but if you operate the ‘flick-wipe’ twice in succession it will ‘learn’ the delay between each flick and then allow intermittent wipes using this time delay. The delay can be anything between 2 and 20 seconds. A rapid double flick will terminate the sequence. Also, operation of the screen wash will initiate a slow wipe for three wipes of the screen. Installation involves only three wires, can be installed in a few minutes. ....... MSK2005

Dash Illumination

Dash illumination & lights-on chime.
2. This upgrade will enable you to illuminate your dash switches to save you fumbling in the dark. The kit also adds a lights-on chime to avoid leaving your lights on and draining the battery. The kit will allow the brake test switch, the rear screen heater switch, the fog light switch, and the hazard warning switch to be illuminated when the main lights are on. It will also sound a reminder chime if the door is opened when the lights are on and the ignition is off. ....... MSK2007

Alarm Interface

3. Remote central locking upgrade for factory R/C Alarm. By adding this alarm interface kit to the central locking kit (page 49 No 17/18) you can operate the central locking using your existing Rover alarm remote control. (Fits MSK2000 & MSK2001, but designed to fit MSK2004 without modification to the wires). The kits are suitable for all Minis equipped with factory remote control alarm systems. ....... MSK2006

Keyless Entry & Alarm

4. Keyless entry kit. For use with the central locking kit (page 49 No 17/18). Apart from the ease of locking and unlocking your car, the kit can be used with the ignition on as extra security. Not compatible with Rover alarms. ....... MSK2002

5. Remote Control Alarm or Keyless Entry System when used with MSK2001 (Page 49 No.17). The kit has ten security features, which can be turned on/off by accessing the programme mode. All the usual alarm features including anti-car jacking. ....... MSK2003

Rear Lamps

Replacement rear lamps - complete with lenses, back plate, gasket and bulbs.
6. a. Replacement rear lamps MK1 ....... 13H6427 ....... GAE191
   b. Replacement indicator lens MK1 ....... 47H5362 ....... 47H5355
   c. Replacement brake lens MK1 ....... 47H5363 ....... 47H5358
   d. Screws for lens per lamp (3) ....... 47H5360 ....... 47H5360
   7. a. Replacement rear lamps MK2/3 ....... 13H6479 ....... 13H6480
   b. Replacement lens MK2/3 complete ....... 37H4838 ....... 37H4837
   8. a. Replacement rear lamps MK4 on ....... XFB101200 ....... XFB101210
   b. Replacement brake lens MK4 on ....... XFB101200 ....... XFB101210
   c. Replacement reverse lens MK4 on ....... XJ10028 ....... XJ10029
   9. a. Replacement white lamps MK4 on ....... XFB101200WHITE ....... XFB101201WHITE
   b. Replacement white lens MK4 on ....... XJ10026WHITE ....... XJ10027WHITE

Rear Lamp Lenses

10. Pair of upper white lens, correct bulbs and gaskets to stop water damage. ....... MSK034
11. White lens kits as shown with correct bulbs, either uppers only or complete car set (Clear lens kit does not fit Altissimo lamps).
   a. MK4 - 2xlens rear upper, lens kit with bulbs. ....... MSK035
   b. MK4 - 4xlens rear upper & lower kit with bulbs. ....... MSK036
12. Rear lamp lens as fitted to many up market imported cars so commonly seen on our roads today. They give a chrome jewel look and are complete with seals, bulbs, fitting instructions and separate reflectors. ....... BL10L69

Reversing Lamps

13. Universal reverse lamp 140mm wide 75mm high. ....... MSS0116
14. Universal reverse lamp 83mm wide 75mm high ....... RL015
15. Reverse lamp switch for pre rod change gearboxes. ....... GAE31
16. Reverse lamp switch for rod change models (72 on), fit into gearlever housing. ....... GAE99

Stop Lamp

17. Genuine Rover High level stop lamp. ....... XEN100160

Easy on-line ordering at www.minimania.com